
THE PERFECT SOLUTION SINCE 1848

Special fasteners.
Quick. Flexible. Reliable.



As a family business, we have been 
successfully producing safety-critical 
special fasteners to meet the highest 
standards and tailored, individual 
requirements for over 170 years. 
In doing so we unite the traditional 
with non-stop innovation and the 
professional with a personal touch. 
This has fuelled the growth of our 
expertise as manufacturers.

Innovative technology, qualified employ-
ees, sound experience, reliable service. 
We are always chasing the perfect 
 solution. This makes us a valued partner 
for our customers all around the world. 
See for yourself. Our experts look 
forward to hearing from you.

Welcome to 
Jungeblodt

»Innovation 
is our 

tradition.«
FAMILY BUSINESS

Heinrich Jungeblodt Klemens JungeblodtHeinrich Jungeblodt Heino Jungeblodt



We deliver quality.
OUR STANDARDS

Reliable
We settle for nothing but the best. 
That’s why we do almost everything 
ourselves. This gives us optimal control 
over quality and lead times, letting us 
deliver reliably every time.

Global
As a German family business in its 5th 
generation, we now supply products to 
customers on all five continents, in line 
with international standards and with 
the necessary authorisations.

Competent
Our extraordinary technical expertise is 
based on the outstanding qualifications 
and dedication of our employees. Other 
strengths: cutting-edge manufacturing 
technology and an in-house test 
laboratory. 

Experienced
In the development and production of 
each and every one of our solutions, 
you benefit from more than 170 years 
of experience in manufacturing and 
service.



We know our materials and how to work with them. This allows us to 
maximise vertical integration and stay in control at every production step. 
For optimal quality and reliable delivery dates.

Our most important material 
is our expertise.

Machining technology: We deliver precision-
manufactured special fasteners in large and 
small batch sizes. Not only this, our in-house 
CAD/CAM division guarantees the continuous 
further development of our production 
processes.  

Forging technology: Hot forming (up to  
Ø 60 mm and 2000 mm length). Heat treatment 
(up to Ø 300 mm and 900 mm length). Testing. 
We do everything in-house. With our own 
forging machinery assets and cutting-edge heat 
treatment line. 

OUR PRODUCTION

In demand worldwide.  
Tried-and-tested solutions. 

APPLICATIONS 

  POWER PLANT TECHNOLOGY

  ENERGY GENERATION

  OFF-SHORE

  MACHINE BUILDING

  CHEMICAL INDUSTRY

  PUMP AND VALVE TECHNOLOGY

  SHIP ENGINEERING

   RAIL AND TRANSPORT TECHNOLOGY

Materials: We stock 3,000 tonnes of material  
in our own high-bay warehouse and work  
with materials ranging from steel to titanium, 
always of the highest quality. 

Surface finishing: Depending on the application, 
we provide the perfect protective finish for 
every product – whether that be protection from 
corrosion or wear. 

Thread rolling: We produce the most varied 
thread types in infeed and feed-through  
rolling processes of uncompromising quality.  
In rolling machines with up to 120 metric  
tonnes of rolling force. 



»Strong  
   connection.  
Proven quality.« 

In the production of our products, we are all about 
strong connections. We offer individual parts 
and series in optimal quality as well as individual 
consultation along the entire process chain.



Our special fasteners are used all around the world – everywhere where 
customers have the highest requirements for the product and material. 

OUR BRAND

You can recognise our original brand prod-
ucts by our signature HJL label, which 
stands for Heinrich Jungeblodt Lippstadt. 

Special fasteners according to drawings
We produce special fasteners according to 
samples or drawings and take care of all the 
necessary acceptance tests and certificates. 
Diverse steel grades and surface coatings as 
well as external acceptance tests are what 
we do on a daily basis.

Special fasteners according to standards
We deliver fasteners that comply with 
international standards (DIN, ISO, EN, ANSI)  
and offer a comprehensive product range 
comprising screws and bolts, nuts and 
accessories. Also for special requirements  
with regard to the thread, geometry, material  
or surface treatment. 

OUR PRODUCTS

Special fasteners for 
optimal solutions.

The HJL label



Turned and milled parts  
of the highest precision.

Thanks to our high degree of vertical integration, we also produce 
high-precision turned and milled parts alongside our fasteners. 
Use our parts and benefit from more than 170 years of experience 
in metal working. 

We manufacture high-precision turned and milled parts of optimal 
quality, made from all machinable materials and special materials.

  Quantities: 1–10,000

  Turned parts: up to 400 mm diameter

  Milled parts: X 750 / Y 600 / Z 520

OUR PRODUCTS

Quality assurance is our priority. We accompany the manufacturing 
process of our products with permanent checks and inspections. 
We have comprehensive measurement and testing methods at our 
disposal to do so.

Tested relentlessly. 
Certified successfully.

OUR QUALITY

Test laboratory
In our in-house test laboratory, we test and 
document our products thoroughly according 
to both your specifications and ours in order 
to live up to your expectations of quality. 
You will find all test results documented in 
our certificates.

Authorisations
Following all quality testing, authorisations and 
certificates are obtained from all relevant bodies 
around the world. On request, every product can 
be independently approved and certified. 



We can make anything possible.
The focus is always on the solution – whether that be the delivery of 
spare parts or supporting you with your projects. We’ve got you covered 
when things have to move fast.

OUR SERVICE

Spare parts: We deliver spare parts extremely 
quickly as and when you need them so you 
can keep your operations running smoothly, no 
matter where you are in the world.

Contract work: Our extraordinary expertise as 
manufacturers guarantees you optimal quality for 
individual work steps, all from a single provider.

Completely reliable.
Always flexible.

Project business: Depending on the scope of 
the project and the industry, we can coordinate 
our own deliveries and those of third-party 
suppliers and support you with your logistics 
processes.



Heinrich Jungeblodt GmbH & Co. KG
Belecker Landstraße 19, 59581 Warstein
info@jungeblodt.de

For more information: 
www.jungeblodt.de
+49 (0)2902-890-0


